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WINNERS’Circle
Keeney’s Office Plus,
Seattle Area Dealer,
Beats Back Big Box
Competition to Retain Local
County Contract
Congratulations to Lisa Keeney McCarthy
and her team at Keeney’s Office Plus in Redmond, Washington, just outside Seattle.
Last year, Keeney’s took on Office Depot,
Staples and Corporate Express in a competition for the local county office supplies
contract, estimated at $1.7 million a year,
and came out the winner.
Keeney’s had held the previous five-year
contract and they beat back big box efforts to wrest it away after the county conducted an extensive review of bids
submitted that took into account a range
of factors including the ability to interface
with the county’s purchasing system,
overall customer service, accepting purchasing cards, providing desktop delivery,
small business status and more, in addition to pricing.
The county values Keeney's outstanding
past performance and its cooperation as
the county upgrades its purchasing practices, county finance director Ken Guy told
the local Seattle Post-Intelligencer newspaper, adding that the county’s spending
on office supplies has declined under the
new contract.
Not everyone was as happy with the new
contract award. Rick Israel of fellow Seattle-area independent Complete Office garnered front-page headlines in the
newspaper when it obtained a copy of a
letter Israel sent to country officials charging the award process was replete with
“egregious mistakes, incompetence and
bias” and arguing that the contract should
have gone to Office Depot instead.
Israel’s argument, however, was undercut
just days after the article appeared, when
one of Complete’s own sales team sent

out an e-mail broadcast to
customers and prospects informing them that “We feel there
is a real possibility that Office Depot
may end up going into bankruptcy” and
suggesting “a real possibility Office Depot
could end up like Circuit City and be
forced to liquidate the company.”
Meanwhile, county administrators stuck
by their choice of Keeney's and said the
contract ultimately could prove to be a
money-saver and delivers on the county’s
official policy of helping out small businesses.

Chuckals Office Products,
Tacoma, WA Dealer, Receives
GSA Contract Renewal
Also in the Pacific Northwest, congratulations are in order for the hard-working professionals at Tacoma, Washington-based
Chuckals Office Products, who recently received renewal from the General Services
Administration (GSA) of its contract as a
Full Catalog supplier to the federal government nationwide.
Chuckals has operated as an authorized
provider of office supplies to the U.S. Government for the past five years, during which
time it was selected as one of only 13 vendors under the Department of the Army’s
Blanket Purchase Agreement (BPA) for office
products and it holds similar BPAs to provide office supplies to the U.S. Air Force and
the FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia.
In addition, Chuckals has earned special
recognition from the government’s AbilityOne Program in support of the blind and
people with other severe disabilities as an
“Outstanding Distributor.”
“We are gratified by our GSA contract renewal and the response over the past five
years of government buyers to the personal service and high value offering we
provide our customers,” said Chuckals
vice president Al Lynden.

Good News from Georgia
Shows What Can Happen
When Independents
Work Together on the Big
Issues
From Georgia this month
comes a story that shows
just how far independents
have come in their ability to
work together on important
issues.
As we report elsewhere in
this issue, Georgia dealers
went head to head against
lobbyists from Staples and others and succeeded in securing passage in the state legislature of a bill that would replace the state’s
current sole source approach to buying office
supplies with an open market, free competition system that would provide a much more
level playing field for independents.
It’s not yet a done deal, though, as governor
Sonny Perdue has to add his signature before
it becomes law. But even if the worst happens
and he vetoes the bill, it’s still a pretty impressive achievement by the good guys by any
measure.
There’s always been a fair amount of skepticism in the industry about dealers’ ability to
work together on important issues—they are
after all called “independents” for a reason.
But so far, the Georgia dealers have made
remarkable progress, thanks to a unified
dealer effort and an important assist from
NOPA, the dealer groups, industry wholesalers
and others.
We’re hoping that next month we’ll have more
good news to report in the form of final passage of this bill, which could well serve as a
model for other states that for too long have
shut out independents in favor of sole source
contracts with one or more of their big box
competitors.
Surely at this point, there are enough auditors’
reports and attorney general investigations out
there by now to make even the most enthusiastic consumer of big box Kool-Aid question
the wisdom of sole source contracts when it
comes to buying office supplies?
Congratulations to the dealers in Georgia for
their recent wins and let’s hope we’ll have
more of the same to write about in our next
issue.

continued on page 4
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Winner’s Circle: continued from page 2
McCarty’s Office Machines, Kansas Dealer, Celebrates
Fiftieth Anniversary
Congratulations are also due to Jim McCarty and his team at McCarty’s Office Machines in Parsons, Kansas, which this year
marks its 50th anniversary.
McCarty’s was founded in 1959 as a typewriter repair shop by
Jim’s father, A.H. McCarty. Jim came on board in the service department in 1968 and worked his way up in the business until becoming president in 1979.
Along the way, the dealership diversified into office supplies and
furniture and added a second location, in Coffeyville, Kansas, to
broaden its coverage of the southeast part of the state and expand into Northeast Oklahoma.
The dealership is very much a family-owned and operated operation, with Jim’s son James serving as sales manager and handling most of its Canon copier business. Jim also gives plenty of
credit to sales manager Kevin Moore, a veteran with some 25
years at the company, and Jim Bogner, service manager, a 30year veteran of the company.

The dealership has been particularly active in support of the local
school system and education in general, Rick told us, with activities that range from making the dealership’s own conference
room and training facilities available for school meetings and serving as a partner in the community’s “Cities That Read” program
to staff volunteers who serve as tutors and mentors for students.
Like most dealers, TBP has found the past few months challenging, but Rick reports, the dealership has stepped up marketing
efforts in response and recently sent out a thousand special “Welcome Boxes,” with their new catalog, product samples and an
aggressively priced sales flyer that has already provided a welcome sales boost.

Garrigan’s Office Plus, Springfield, Ohio Dealer,
Launches Innovative Student Intern Program

Western Theme for Skags 2009 Consumer Show
Tim McDermott and his team at Skags Office Products rounded
up plenty of potential new business in Miami recently at their annual consumer show. Theme for this year’s event was “How the
West Was Fun” and over 375 customers and prospects mosied
on down to the Skags corral to check out some exciting new
products, show specials and door prizes.
“Business in Miami has been challenging given the state of the
real estate market and the overall economy, but the mood at the
show was very positive and we certainly got a lift in business from
the event,” reports Tim.

Today’s Business Products, Cleveland Area Dealer,
Earns Special Honors from Local Chamber
In Cleveland, Rick Voigt and his team at Today’s Business Products (TBP) also have something to celebrate. Since Rick’s dealership first opened in 1984, community involvement has been a
key priority and TBP’s outstanding work in that area earned special recognition recently, when it was honored by the local Chamber of Commerce with its annual Pride Award.
“The Pride Award is given to a business, individual, organization
and partnership that demonstrate an impact on the community
and the residents above and beyond employment responsibilities,” explained chamber executive Lisa Masotti.
“Today’s Business Products has been a ‘staple’ of the community
for nearly a quarter of a century and rarely is there an event in our
community that they are not either a financial supporter of or an
active participant (if not both),” she added.
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Interns Kraig Cole (left) and Nick Hendrickson (right) with Garrigan’s Office
Plus president Joe Garrigan.

In Springfield, Ohio, Joe Garrigan and his team at Garrigan’s Office Plus have come up with an innovative new program that is a
genuine win-win for all concerned.
It provides Joe and his team with extra help, offers bright young
students valuable exposure to real-world business experience
and, most importantly, makes additional support and service
available to the dealership’s customers.
Working in cooperation with Wittenberg University in Springfield
and Cedarville University in Cedarville, Ohio, Garrigan’s is offering
paid internships to college seniors and juniors with an interest in
business, marketing or communications.
“Even in these days of tough challenges and fierce competition,
we’re compelling proof that there’s still room for well-run, familyowned and operated businesses,” said Joe. “Also, as Garrigan’s
celebrates its 70th year of continuous operations, the program
provides us with an innovative way to give back to the community
and support two of our leading educational institutions.”
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Winner’s Circle: continued from page 4
Initial response to the new internship opportunities has been extremely positive. "Office supply buyers seem to be getting
younger and are definitely more computer-saavy,” says Julie Garrigan, business development manager at the dealership. “These
customers relate well to the interns. Our warehouse and customer
service staff really enjoys the fun and excitement this team brings
to work each day. They help everyone step up their game.”

Looking for a way to be a good corporate citizen and help your
dealership and its customers at the same time? The Garrigan approach might be just the answer in your community!

Adds Joe, “It's a great opportunity to work with the next generation. The interns are very enthusiastic with a ‘can do’ attitude. It's
a breath of fresh air!"

From Burnsville, Minnesota, just outside the Twin Cities, comes
word of yet another independent who has come with an original
way to give back to the community.

Twin Cities Dealer Helps Get Students ‘Wild About
Reading’ While Strengthening Key Business Ties

Feedback from the interns themselves is just as positive. “Working at Garrigan’s has been a great experience for me,” commented Nick Hendrickson, a business management major
at Wittenberg. “Not only have I learned many things related
to the selling process, but I have become better equipped
to enter the business world because of it.”
Added Kraig Cole, a communications major at
Cedarville, “The Garrigan's internship experience is
the perfect real-world complement to the theories
we're learning in the classroom. A serious student couldn't
ask for more than to learn something in school on Monday and
then be able to apply it in practice in the workplace on Tuesday.”

Appropriately enough, the dealership in question
is Innovative Office Solutions and, explains president Jennifer Smith,
the program not only has a
strong “good corporate citizen”
dimension, but also helps
strengthen important business relationships.
“As a dealership, we have always
stressed the importance of partnering
with our customers and it’s even better
continued on page 7
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Winner’s Circle: continued from page 6
when you can do that and help the community at the same time,” says Jennifer.

gives Karen’s own involvement a special
dimension.

Earlier this year, Innovative did just that
when the dealership partnered with the
hometown Minnesota Wild hockey team on
Wild About Reading, a special program
aimed at helping to increase student literacy.

Last year, Karen spearheaded a special
fundraiser at a local museum that brought
in over $33,000 for the hospice and she
currently serves as secretary of Les Amis
de Hospice Austin, one of the organization’s key support groups.

For the program, participating classes in
grades K through 6 were invited to submit
a written Wild About Reading cheer with
the winning entry voted on by visiting the
Minnesota Wild web site.
The contest drew an amazing 180,000plus online votes. Winners were treated to
a private tour of the Wild’s home rink, after
which they were read to by some of the
team’s top players.
Not surprisingly, the program generated
plenty of goodwill both for the hockey
team and for the dealership. “Feedback on
Wild About Reading was really overwhelming,” Jennifer reports. “We do a lot
of school business and the teachers, administrators and the kids themselves were
really excited about the program.”

Convenience Office Supply,
Austin, TX Dealer, Provides
Much-Needed Support for
Local Hospice
Hospice Austin is one of the oldest and
largest non-profit programs of its kind in
Texas, providing quality end of life care to
those in need regardless of their age, diagnosis or ability to pay.
Over the past 30 years, they’ve helped literally thousands of terminally ill patients
and their families, and they rely heavily on
contributions from the local community,
particularly in these challenging times, to
continue to fulfill their mission.
The hospice is a long time customer of
Convenience Office Supply in Austin, but
for Convenience’s Karen Bogart, there are
far more important reasons to support the
organization. Karen’s mother received
hospice care before she passed, and that
APRIL 2009

In Memoriam:

“One of the reasons why we support Hospice Austin is that nearly 85% of its financial resources go directly to benefit the
people they serve,” Karen explains.
“It’s the kind of organization none of us
would want to need, but it’s there for those
who do need it and we’re proud to support
it,” she says. And we’re proud of another
outstanding independent who’s finding a
special way to give back to the community!

New VP of Sales at
BuyOnlineNow.com
Mark Melius was recently appointed to
vice president of sales at online reseller
BuyOnlineNow. Melius, a veteran with 22
years of industry experience, joined BuyOnlineNow in 2006 as director of sales.
Prior to BuyOnlineNow, Melius spent five
plus years with wholesaler S.P. Richards
and held sales positions at several office
products companies, including Office
Depot's Business Services Division and
Corporate Express as well as local independents.

Superior Business Products,
Schenectady, NY Dealer,
Adds New Employee
Schenectady, New York-based Superior
Business Products has expanded its sales
force with the addition of Janet Voloshen.
Voloshen, who comes to Superior from
Staples, will focus on new business development for the company.
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Rebecca
A. Rosa
Rebecca A. “Becky” Rosa,
formerly corporate secretary of
Rosa’s Inc. in Richmond, Indiana,
died last month at the age of 89.
Born February 13, 1920, in Liberty,
Indiana, she lived in Richmond
most of her life, where she was
active in many community
organizations, including the Girls'
Club of Wayne County, which
named its headquarters in her
honor.
Survivors include her son, Robert
R. Rosa, who operated the family
dealership for many years before
retiring in 2008, and his wife Jane,
a daughter, Jo Ann Lucas and her
husband James of Columbus,
Indiana, as well as five
grandchildren and seven greatgrandchildren. She was preceded
in death by her husband, Robert
W. Rosa, who died in 1995.
Memorial contributions may be
made to Girls Inc., of Wayne
County, 121 N. 10th St.,
Richmond, IN 47374, or a charity
of the donor's choice.
Condolences may be sent to the
family via the guest book at
www.doanmillsfuneralhome.com.
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we are all in this together
Shachihata believes that it is our responsibility to preserve the environment
and to develop ecologically sensitive products and services.
When we develop new products, we use recycled or ecologically renewable
materials wherever possible. Our efforts are evident in our many products
which qualify as ECO products (more than 50% recycled content).
In an effort to minimize waste, we develop high quality products that
have a long life. We create products that are refillable and have
replaceable parts. This helps reduce waste and improves our environment.
Our manufacturing processes are as ecologically safe as possible. The water
we use in production is filtered to remove debris and salt before it goes
down the drain and out to sea. The solvents we use to clean our ink tanks
are recycled and reused. We also reuse our scrap materials in production.

Shachihata’s ECO line of products is another example of
Shachihata's commitment to the planet, not just for today but for the future as well.

©2008 Shachihata Inc.
For more information call: 1800.851.2686

SECRETS OF

Success
by Jim Rapp
In Aesop’s fable, “The Tortoise and the Hare,” the tortoise wins the race because the rabbit falls asleep while waiting for the tortoise to catch up. Office
Systems, Watertown, South Dakota, celebrated 50 years in business on April
4 and can certainly be characterized as the tortoise, outlasting all of its competitors with slow but steady growth over the years.
The business started as Cook’s Office Machines, selling Olivetti calculators.
Over the years, it has expanded to include more machines, furniture and
supplies.
In 1981, a group of salespeople left Cook’s to form the rival Office Systems,
Inc. In 1988, Maury and Judy Vockrodt bought the company, and in 2004
they acquired Cook’s, bringing the two companies back together.

Slow and
Steady
Wins the
Race
Celebrating
50 Years of
Growth at Office
Systems, Inc.
Office Systems, Inc.
Watertown, South Dakota
n Maury Vockrodt, President (seated)
Joel Vockrodt, Vice President
n Supplies, Furniture, Equipment
n Founded: 1959
n Sales: $5.8 million
n Employees: 34
n Partners: is.group,
United Stationers
n Online Sales: 25%
n Web: www.orderosi.com

“We had a 12% sales increase in 2008, but it has not always been that good,”
states Maury Vockrodt. “Our growth has been slow but steady. We take a long
term view, adding lines and expanding our coverage area over time.”

It’s Our People
The company’s motto is, “Our People—The Measurable Difference,” and
it’s one that is borne out in employee length of service.
Listen to this: Two women in the purchasing department each have 28 years
with the company; the seven salespeople average more than 15 years of
service, with five of them with the company from 17 to 23 years; another
rep recently retired after 28 years; the nine service technicians average
nearly 14 years with the company.
“This is the major reason why our customer retention is so high,” says Vockrodt proudly.
“‘Word-of-mouth’ is our best advertising,’ Vockrodt continues, but we still
need to be price competitive, while stressing value.”
“Being a one-stop shop also helps us get new accounts,” he says, “and
we regularly add new product lines and services, such as jan/san and interior design.”
Office Systems has also expanded its coverage area, going nearly 100
miles out to include much of eastern South Dakota and western Minnesota.

Giving Back
The Vockrodt family and Office Systems employees are heavily involved in
all sorts of charitable work, including Junior Achievement, Big Brothers and
Big Sisters. They and nearly half of their employees tutor grade school students for one hour each week, under HOSTS (Helping One Student to Succeed), a mentoring program that helps students who need assistance in
reading, writing, thinking and study skills.
In the United Way annual Fair Share drive, 95% of all employees participated.
Looking to the future, Maury sees a growing family business. He is proud of
son Joel and of all the dedicated and long-time employees who are moving
the business forward.
Fifty years of slow but steady growth. Quite an achievement!
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If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Georgia Dealers Win First Round in Effort
to Level Playing Field on State Contract
A group of independent dealers in
Georgia is celebrating after their hard
work resulted in passage of a bill in
their state’s General Assembly that
would result in a far more level playing
field on which to compete for the
state’s office supplies business.
As in other states, the sole source approach in Georgia has run into major
problems, with state auditors finding
overcharging and other pricing irregularities related to its sole source contract with Office Depot that ultimately
led them to terminate that contract last
year.
Thanks to an aggressive lobbying effort by Georgia dealers, the Georgia
General Assembly last month passed
a bill that would take the state’s office
supplies purchasing out of the hands
of the Department of Administrative

Services (DOAS), administrators of the
sole source contract, and put in place
an open market, free competition system instead.
That bill is now on Governor Sonny
Perdue’s desk awaiting his signature
before finally becoming law.
“The dealers did a wonderful job of
lobbying on this bill,” commented
State Sen. Eric Johnson, one of the
bill’s leading advocates in the Georgia
Senate. “They were up against an executive agency (DOAS) and some
high-priced lobbyists from Staples but
they did a fantastic job of learning how
to lobby very quickly and made their
case very effectively.”
In addition to the dealers and lobbyists
from Staples, lobbyists from HewlettPackard Co. were also working the
corridors of the state capitol on the bill.

HP’s involvement on the bill provoked
widespread concern among independents and in response, the company issued a statement indicating it
has taken a neutral position on the bill.
HP “is not aligning with any specific
channel partners in this matter,” the
company said.
HP said its interest with the State of
Georgia is “focused on ensuring that
we continue to meet the state’s office
product requirements with HP Original
supplies.”
HP said it will “continue to promote
customer choice in terms of how our
customers procure HP product” and
that it “continues to support the Independent Reseller community.”
“Our successes so far on this bill show
what independents can achieve when
we work together,” commented
Juanita Strickland of Malone Office
Environments. Strickland paid special
tribute to NOPA for its role and for the
way it has helped coordinate dealer efforts on this effort and similar initiatives
in other states.
“NOPA has really taught us how to be
advocates,” she said. “We don’t just
have to sit and take it any more on issues like this,” she added, “With the
current state of the economy, it’s more
important than ever for government,
particularly at the state level, to be
supporting small business and our bill
does just that.”
After their success in the General Assembly, dealers and their opponents
have now shifted their attention to the
governor’s office as they wait on Perdue to decide whether to sign the bill
or veto it. Stay tuned!
continued on page 12
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Industry News: continued from page 11
Depot Woes
Continue As
City of Berkeley
Finds $250,000 in
Overcharges on
Supplies Contract and
Allegations Surface of Warranty Scam on Laptop Sales
The drumbeat of bad news and negative
publicity continued this month for Office
Depot, with new allegations of overcharges on a supply contract and a report
by an online magazine that the company
routinely tried to scam laptop computer
buyers into purchasing extended warranties and other extras.
And while we didn’t have room for it in the
headline, the company is also being sued
by Washington County, Arkansas, which
claims seven $349 chairs it purchased last
year “have been defective almost since
their initial usage in that they have been
broken down and have now become totally unusable.”
The $2,500 at stake in Arkansas pales in
comparison, however, to what officials for
the City of Berkeley, California, found
when they looked at their purchases from
Office Depot.
The city’s director of finance said Office
Depot overcharged the city by as much as
a quarter of a million dollars during the
course of a three-year, $550,000-a-year
contract for office supplies and recycled
copy paper.
Berkeley’s investigation was prompted by
analysis presented to the City Council last
October by Diane Griffin, president of Radston’s Office Plus and a member of the
board of directors of the National Office
Products Alliance (NOPA).
Griffin’s analysis found while Office Depot
promised a 55% discount to the city for
products not on its “core item” list, Berke-

ley received only a 39.7% discount on
those non-core items, and was overcharged an estimated $250,000 as a result.
However, the city’s finance director said
his office was also looking at purchases
beyond the time frame covered by Griffin’s
analysis (July 2006-November 2008), raising the possibility that the city’s estimate
of the Office Depot overcharges could run
higher than $250,000.
Griffin herself said she believes the Office
Depot overcharges on its City of Berkeley
contract are accumulating at a rate of
$8,000 a month.
It is not clear if the city will attempt to collect the money it believes it was overcharged and, if so, if there are any
provisions in the contract to do so, a local
newspaper reported.
Meanwhile, Laptop magazine reported on
its online blog that Office Depot retail employees routinely lie about notebook stock
to customers if they are unwilling to buy
extras such as Product Protection Plans
and Tech Depot Services.
Reporter Avram Piltch said he had gone to
his own local Office Depot store in search
of a Gateway netbook and had been surprised by how aggressively the sales associate tried to convince him not to buy it
and then, when that failed, aggressively
tried to convince him to buy its corresponding tech services.
A post about his experiences on the magazine’s blog produced some surprising

comments from several different readers
claiming to work for Office Depot.
A reader who identified himself as “Office
Depot Employee” wrote, “I know of several
stores in my market that will ‘feel out’ the
customer to see if they are the type to purchase these services. If the customer lets
on that they only want the computer and
no services…then that store simply claims
to be out of stock!”
Piltch said he had contacted one reader,
identified as “Rich,” and verified he was a
current Office Depot employee who told
him he had been instructed to lie about
notebook stock both by one of his four
store managers and by a district manager.
“I have witnessed lying about the availability of a notebook, and have been told to do
so myself,” Rich told Piltch. “Basically they
drill it in your head that if you don’t sell
PPPs, you’re gonna get fired. It’s gotten so
bad to the point where the managers are
starting to find loopholes in the system.
They would rather sell one laptop with a
PPP than ten laptops with nothing. They
don’t care,” he said.
Following publication of the initial story,
Piltch interviewed a number of additional
Office Depot employees from different
stores in completely different parts of the
country who contacted him to corroborate
Rich’s account and add more detail, including new allegations that some associates alter the price of clearance items to
include the cost of Product Protection
Plans or Tech Depot Services.

For more information on these stories, visit:
n www.nwanews.com/nwat/News/75020
n www.berkeleydailyplanet.com/issue/2009-03-19/article/32509?headline=City-Says-Office-Depot-Overcharged-on-Supply-Contract
n http://blog.laptopmag.com/source-office-depot-associates-routinely-lie-about-notebook-stock
continued on page 14
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Industry News: continued from page 12
Federal Jury Awards Workers $2.5
Million in Staples Fair Labor Lawsuit
A federal court jury in Newark, New Jersey, has
awarded almost $2.5 million to 343 plaintiffs in
a case brought against Staples under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act.
Following a six-week trial, the jury unanimously determined that Staples had failed
to comply with the law in classifying
the employees as exempt under
the Act and failing to pay them
overtime. The jury also found that
Staples had acted willfully in violating the law.
“This is the first of several collective and class action lawsuits
against Staples for misclassification of store managers that are
now pending in the federal courts,” said Seth Lesser of Klafter
Olsen & Lesser, one of the plaintiffs’ two trial counsel. “We hope
to be able to now move those other cases to trial on behalf of the
rest of Staples managers.”
Staples’ liability could be increased, as the court has yet to hear
applications for the imposition of liquidated damages in an
amount equal to the jury verdict and for attorneys’ costs and fees.

New Report Finds Massive Tax Breaks for Big Box
Retail Development Leave Nothing to Show in the
Way of Local Tax Revenue or Job Gains
A new study that analyzes 15 years’ worth of public investment
to encourage shopping center development and big box retailing
concludes that special tax treatment and similar incentives have
done little to encourage overall economic growth.
“Despite an enormous commitment of public funding to support
retail development, neither taxable sales nor retail employment
has grown significantly region wide,” concludes the study, titled
“An Assessment of the Effectiveness and Fiscal Impacts of the
Use of Local Development Incentives in the St. Louis Region.”
(www.ewgateway.org/pdffiles/library/regdev/tifrpt-012609.pdf)
It also concludes that development incentives have done nothing
to boost tax revenue in the area studies and says “the overall fiscal
health of local governments in the region is increasingly tenuous.”
The report (http://newrules.org/retail/news_slug.php?slugid=381)
was released by the East-West Gateway Council of Governments,
a metropolitan planning organization governed by top officials
from a seven-county area that also includes the city of St. Louis.
Between 1993 and 2007, the study estimates that use of just two
incentive programs alone—forgone tax revenue from tax increcontinued on page 15
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ment financing (TIF) and special development districts—cost taxpayers $2.5 billion.
About 80 percent of this was directed to
retail development, including many large
shopping centers filled with chain stores
and located in affluent suburbs.
Although TIF and other development incentives were intended to be tools for revitalizing blighted, low-income urban
neighborhoods, these programs have
more often funded suburban sprawl and
“exacerbated already significant economic
disparities between communities,” the
study charges.
For their $2.5 billion in incentives, the region’s taxpayers have done little more than
help move retail activity from older urban
areas to richer suburbs, the study found.
Retail sales per capita for the metro region
have been flat or declining for the past 15
years.
Nor have the subsidies produced significant job gains. Although TIF-financed big-

box stores and shopping centers created
32,550 new retail jobs, some 27,150 retail
jobs were lost at existing businesses, resulting in a net gain of only 5,400 jobs.
That works out to a public cost of
$370,370 per job created — a staggering
figure considering that the average retail
job pays $18,000 per year.
Competition for retail sales in the region
has left more communities losers (losing
taxable sales to surrounding areas) than
winners, according to the study.
The study also found that relatively little accountability comes with these massive
giveaways. Because of lenient reporting requirements, it is impossible for citizens and
local governments to monitor whether incentives are actually producing economic
benefits or to demand refunds in the event
that promised jobs do not materialize.

AOPD Adds Texas Dealer

(AOPD) has announced the latest addition
to its network—Lufkin, Texas-based StoryWright. This brings AOPD’s total membership to 63 dealers with 144 locations,
providing distribution throughout the
United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Europe and Australia.

S.P. Richards Announces
E-Content Upgrades and
Enhancements
Wholesaler S. P. Richards has announced
several new upgrades and enhancements
relative to its Enhanced E-Content initiative.
The company said dealer technology
provider ECI has announced new capabilities for ecInteractive, DealerStation and
dForce 1 and 2 users of S.P. Richards’ Enhanced E-Content. The new features include the ability to upload custom items
and also to apply custom search rankings.

American Office Products Distributors, Inc.

continued on page 16

I.S. Connect is Image Star’s new service offering designed to
help you integrate in ways that can reduce your costs and
improve efficiency. Now you can transmit orders to Image Star.
Contact us to get your password and set us up on your system.

Visit Image Star’s booth at ITEX to learn more about I.S. Connect. You Can Win $1000!
Phone:
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888.632.5515

Fax:

888.635.7479

Email:

sales@imagestar.com
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Web:

www.imagestar.com
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Industry News: continued from page 15
S.P. Richards also announced technology
provider Red Cheetah has activated the
SPR Enhanced Web Search engine for all
S.P. Richards First Call Dealers, as well as
functionality that will give Red Cheetah
dealers the capability to upload custom
items into the search.

ton” on their own web site to link to the virtual flyer.

Finally, S. P. Richards said its Canadian
operation, S.P. Richards Canada, has released its new Enhanced E-content to industry system providers and their
customer base and re-launched its iteminfo.ca product information web site.

The virtual flyer is free for resellers that purchase 500 copies or more of the physical
flyer per month. If the reseller purchases
less than 500 pieces, or if they only want
the virtual flyer, the cost is $50 per month.
Discounts are available for multi-month
commitments.

SYNNEX Launches Virtual
Flyer Program for Dealers
Technology products distributor SYNNEX
now has a virtual flyer for resellers to
use. The flyer is designed to be an electronic version of the physical flyer and
needs flash player v10 or newer to view
it. Resellers can use it by putting a “but-

Each URL is unique for the reseller and the
flyer can be customized just like the physical flyer to include custom pricing, the reseller’s logo and a reseller call to action,
SYNNEX said.

To view the sample virtual flyer for March,
visit suppliesnmore.concentrix.com/virtual_flyers/flyer_
service/active/276/105/virtualFlyer.asp or for more
information, contact Bob Evans at
SYNNEX (PH: 510-668-3558; E-mail:
bobe@synnex.com.)

International Laser Group
Launches Managed Print
Services Div.
International Laser Group (ILG) has announced development of what it calls a
total managed print solution for laser
printer, parts and copier distributors, dealers and service professionals.
The solution includes data capture, analysis, proposal, contracting, fulfillment, onsite service, customer management,
business analysis and total cost of ownership, ILG said. ILG also said it will provide
training on the solution and continued
support.
For more information, contact the manufacturer directly at (800) 937-2880, or visit
www.ilglaser.com.

continued on page 17
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Schwab Hires Peter Leon as
National Sales Manager
Schwab Corp., a wholly owned subsidiary
of SentrySafe, has hired Peter J. Leon as
its new national sales manager.
Leon comes to Schwab with more than 20
years of sales and marketing experience
in the office products and mass market
channels. He has held a number of key positions with various companies in the industry including Southworth, A. T. Cross,
AMPAD and MeadWestvaco.
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Most recently Leon was executive vice
president of sales and marketing for Emissive Energy (Inova Brand).

Dealer Coach Krista Moore
Schedules Complimentary
Webinar April 20

Jim Lee Joins Tombow as
National Sales Manager

Executive coach Krista Moore, president
of K.Coaching and a regular contributor to
INDEPENDENT DEALER, is offering a
complimentary webinar “as a gift to her
loyal readers, clients and friends.”

Jim Lee has joined writing instruments and
craft supplies distributor Tombow as national sales manager – office products
market.
Lee comes to Tombow after serving most
recently with The HON Company, where
he spent the last 15 years working in a variety of channels, as both a territory manager and as a national account manager.
He will report to Jeff Hinn, vice president
sales.
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Set for April 20 from 12-12:45 pm EDT, the
webinar, It’s about TIME- Time Management, is designed to help dealers regain
their sense of urgency, motivation and
planning so that they can be more productive, have more fun and create work life
balance.
Limited seats are available for this webinar
and will be reserved on a first-come, firstserved basis. To register, click here.
www.kcoaching.com.
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Vendor Profile: House of Doolittle

Ninety
Years Old
and Living
the ‘Green
Dream’
Chicago in 1919 was not exactly a haven of
peace and tranquility. The country as a
whole was struggling to return to normality
after what was all too optimistically called
“The War to End All Wars.” The city itself
was in the grip of an influenza outbreak that
would claim more than 20,000 Chicagoans
before it ended.
None of that, however, was particularly important for a budding entrepreneur like
John Doolittle. Doolittle had started out
with a manufacturing plant on the North
Bank of the Chicago River in the city’s
downtown, just a few blocks west of Michigan Avenue.

There, he made the Doolittle
Doodle Pad, a product that he sold to local
stationers and art supply houses in the
Chicago area. One of his customers sugAPRIL 2009

gested his basic pad might make a nice
calendar item, so he added some lines and
dates to the pages and the Doolittle Calendar Company was born.
Fast forward 90 years and the business
John Doolittle started, now renamed the
House of Doolittle, is still going strong, still
located in the Chicago area and still selling
primarily to independent office products
dealers.
The company today is owned and operated
by Ron Stavoe, who purchased it from the
Doolittle family back in 1978. While Stavoe
and his team are justly proud of the entrepreneurial spirit that fueled the company’s
growth during its early days, the materials
and methods they use today couldn’t be
more different.
“Back then, of course,” Stavoe points out,
“most manufacturers didn’t think about the
impact of what they were doing on the
broader environment. You did what you had
to do to make your products and nobody
worried about hazardous chemicals or
wasting precious, non-renewable resources. Sustainability as a concept didn’t
even exist.”
While that approach to manufacturing may
have been just fine for John Doolittle 90
years ago, for Ron Stavoe and his wife Jane,
it was simply unacceptable.
“A few years after we bought the company,
we started looking seriously at our
processes and our materials and seeking
out ways to make our products in a more
environmentally responsible way,” he recalls.
By that time, Stavoe and his management
team, led by current president Bill Blethen,
had pretty much re-engineered the entire
Doolittle line. They added desk pads, appointment books and wall calendars to the
basic calendar SKUs and introduced attractive new colors, textures and improved
graphics to differentiate the company from
its competitors.
But that wasn’t enough. “It was clear that
converting our operation to one that used
recycled materials was something we
needed to do,” says Stavoe. “We were pioneers in the green movement back then,
but we felt our customers would go along
with us as long as our products looked as
good, performed as well and cost no more
than they had before the conversion.”
Unlike its competitors, Doolittle’s entire
INDEPENDENT DEALER

product line today
is made from recycled content.
Over 200 different SKUs—calendars, appointment planners, desk pads, wall calendars and memo pads—are made using
100% recycled paper at no additional cost
to the consumer.
And as a further reflection of its green commitment, the company contributes 5% of
its profits each year to organizations helping to preserve the environment.
Leadership on the environment is just one
element of the Doolittle value proposition,
however. “We’ve got broad wholesaler support, our products are still 100% made in
the USA and we’re not in any of the mass
market channels like Wal-Mart or Target, so
the dealer doesn’t have to worry about
being undercut on price by a competitor
just down the street,” Stavoe points out.
The gamble Stavoe and his team took 20
years ago when they converted 100% to recycled has
paid off handsomely. “The
House of Doolittle product
line has been green now for
20 years,” Stavoe reports
proudly. “In that period, we
have seen double-digit
growth annually in almost
every year, including 2008.”
That’s an impressive
track record by any measure. The company has a
slogan that defines its
line as “Products that keep
tomorrow in mind.” By
combining a commitment to the environment with an equally
fierce commitment to its distribution partners, the future does indeed look bright for
Doolittle and its dealers, not just from an
environmental perspective but also for continued sales and profit growth.
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Inspiring Life

Join esteemed members of the National Office
Products Industry for the annual Bob Parker
Memorial Golf Outing commemorating former
City of Hope Spirit of Life® honoree and National
Office Products chairman, Bob Parker.

The Bob Parker
Memorial Golf
Outing at Pinehurst
May 11 to 12, 2009
Pinehurst Resort, Pinehurst, NC

His legacy and your generous support continue
to help City of Hope save more lives.

To register, visit www.cityofhope.org/nopi,
contact Cathleen Tighe at 866-905-HOPE or
e-mail ctighe@coh.org

Bob Parker, former Spirit of
Life® honoree and National
Office Products Industry
chairman

NOPAnews

At NOPA Legislative
Conference, Senior NIB Official
Calls For New Partnership
with Small Business
NOPA held its annual Legislative Conference in the Washington, DC area last
month and there was good news for all
independent dealers, as a senior official
for the National Industries for the Blind
(NIB) issued a call for a new partnership
between NIB and small business.
NIB president and CEO Kevin A. Lynch
said government agencies and the small
business community are both currently
missing opportunities to work together
for mutual benefit.
He welcomed increased participation by
the independent side of the office products industry in the AbilityOne program
(formerly known as JWOD), noting that
over 300 small businesses are currently
authorized to sell AbilityOne products
and commending the industry’s buying
groups for posting sales increases for
AbilityOne in the 2007-08 timeframe.
Stressing the value of partnership relationships rather than competing for
business, Lynch said NIB wants to work
with NOPA and its members going forward, to create a win-win for all parties
and identify ways to increase dealer
sales and grow employment opportunities for people served by NIB.
He suggested formation of a joint

NOPA-NIB working group to explore
ways to work together on issues where
the two parties see challenges and opportunities to grow business.
Chris Bates, NOPA president, welcomed
NIB’s interest in exploring the potential
for more significant collaboration between independent dealers and NIB.
“NOPA has long sought to foster a practical dialog with NIB that would define a
more significant role for our dealer members in creating mutually profitable government business opportunities based
on the combined capabilities of independent dealers, NIB and its affiliate
non-profit agencies around the country.”
Bates said. “We look forward to beginning such a dialog in the near future.”
In addition to Lynch’s presentation, the
NOPA Legislative Conference featured
an update from GSA assistant commissioner Joseph H. Jeu on the agency’s
current procurement priorities and key
initiatives and a dealer panel discussion
on issues relative to state and local office products contracts.
Attendees also spent a full day on Capitol Hill where they met with their own
elected legislators on issues such as
government procurement, healthcare re-

form and the need to elevate the head of
the Small Business Administration (SBA)
to a Cabinet-level position to recognize
the importance of small business and its
contributions to the overall economy.
Conference attendees gave this year’s
meeting some rave reviews. “I am very
pleased with the conference and the opportunity for small business to affect
some change,” commented Sharon
Stepien, manager of national operations
at AOPD. “Until you are here and see it
up close, you can’t appreciate just how
much of a difference you can make.”
Dewith Carrier, president of Office Centre/Teacher’s Pet in Crowley, Louisiana,
met directly with one of his senators and
two members of Congress during the
conference. “This is my fourth year attending the conference and every year I
learn more and more,” he said. “Not only
was I able to address my concerns and
the concerns of other small independent
dealers on the Hill, but the sessions offered by NOPA really helped me to understand how much NOPA does on
behalf of the dealers.”
Added Jim Cope, president of Cornerstone Office Systems in Fairfax, Virginia,
“Having attended every year, I am always impressed by the usefulness of the
information and the value of bringing together a group of independent dealers
from different states to discuss emerging trends and state and local business
opportunities,”

continued on page 21
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Texas Dealers, NOPA Meet with
Texas State Purchasing Officials
More than 30 independent office
products dealers from throughout
Texas met last month with Ron Pigott, director of the Texas Procurement Services and Support (TPASS),
to discuss his agency’s plans for a
new office supplies RFP.
Chris Bates, NOPA president, helped
organize the dealer delegation that
attended the session and consolidate comments and coordination of
presentations on how the state can
make its RFP more “small-business
friendly.”
AOPD executive director Bud Mundt
also attended the session, while
is.group and TriMega staff contributed actively to the pre-meeting

discussions and outreach to obtain
dealer input for the presentations.
Karen Bogart, Convenience Office
Supply (Austin); Julian Grubbs,
Shelby Distribution (El Paso), and
Bob Anders, SEWCO (Amarillo, Lubbock, Odessa) made presentations
based on accumulated experiences
—positive and negative—with other
recent state contract RFPs. (A copy
of the presentation that NOPA and
Texas delivered at the meeting can be
downloaded from www.nopanet.org).
“TPASS was greatly impressed with
the professionalism and coordination
of independent dealers’ views on the
design of the pending Texas state
contract RFP,” Bates reported.

TPASS director Ron Pigott thanked
dealers for their focused consensus
suggestions on the new RFP and
noted that the constructive tone of
their presentations was comparable
to those made last summer to the
agency, he added.
NOPA is preparing detailed written
follow-up comments to TPASS that
will highlight key points and add additional details.
Representatives of the big box companies advised that they also would
provide written comments, but did
not make any oral presentations at
last month’s meeting.

California Issues New RFP on State Office Supplies Contract
The California Department of General
Services (DGS) last month issued its
long-awaited Request for Proposals
(RFP-DGS 56956) in preparation for
awarding a new state-wide, solesource office supplies contract.
With coordination assistance from
NOPA, association members throughout the state have been working for
several months to influence the
scope and terms of the RFP and explore a variety of approaches to facilitate broad independent dealer
participation in a new state contract.
The RFP contains a number of challenging provisions. The large size of
the state means dealers will need to
achieve an unprecedented degree of
cooperation among themselves and
with industry wholesalers to successfully bid and execute the resulting contract.
APRIL 2009

DGS estimates the annual value of
the three-year contract at $24 million
for the 2,700 items included in the
“core” list.
The State also has included the options of two one-year extensions beyond the original term. In addition,
the awarded bidder will be required
to allow local government agencies
to participate under the state-wide
contract.
To maximize the likelihood that final
bids will be valid, DGS has developed a very explicit RFP for this contract and will follow a systematic
process that allows pre-registered
bidders to submit a draft bid to the
agency for review.

17 at DGS’s offices in West Sacramento.
Confidential private discussions also
will be conducted with qualified bidders before final draft bids are due on
May 14. DGS said it expects to issue
the sole-source contract award July
17, 2009.
The primary RFP document and RFP
exhibits are available on the NOPA
website (www.nopanet.org) or by
contacting the California Department
of General Services.
Julie Matthews of the Procurement
Division of DGS is the central procurement official for this RFP
(Julie.matthews@dgs.ca.gov;
Tel: 916-375-5918).

Questions on the RFP are due April
10 and a strongly recommended bidders’ conference will be held on April
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By Jim Rapp

Change always provides opportunity. There’s no denying that the
bad economy is changing a lot of things, including a dealer’s ability to maintain sales volume. Customers are buying less and even
if you retain every one, you’ll need an increasing number of new
accounts to take up the slack.
Although getting new customers in these tough times may appear more difficult, that
may not necessarily be the case, when you consider:
n Many prospects are now looking for ways to reduce costs (and that’s a good
reason to see you).
n Downsizing creates new buyers (and they haven’t heard your story).
n More end users are looking to outsource services (and you can provide
them).
n There’s growing unhappiness out there with the big box (lack of) value
proposition (and that’s another reason to see you).
We reached out to successful dealers around the country and to a broad range of industry consultants, trainers, wholesalers, manufacturers, and buying groups for ideas
on ways to grow business in tough times. Here’s what they told us.
continued on page 23
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“Selling the one-stop shop idea has really
worked for us,” says Rod Lingenfelter of
Merrifield Office Plus in Enid, Oklahoma.
“Whether we’re selling coffee, office supplies, design services or furniture, we
stress the savings any customer can make
from just having to work with one order,
one delivery, one invoice and only one
check to write. This resonates with everyone today, but sometimes you really have
to make a case with the prospect to get
them to realize how much they can save.”
Lingenfelter makes three additional points:
1) Some customers believe that the
national players offer a wider selection of products, but that’s not
true. “The two wholesalers have a
much larger selection, plus what
we buy from other sources not
only gives us more SKUs, but
more product categories,” he
points out.
2) Buying online from the big boxes
can be pretty lonely—there’s no
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one to talk to, if you have a question or problem. “We talk a lot
about the personal touch, not just
that we are always available but
that we contact every customer in
a variety of ways, including phone
and personal visits,” Lingenfelter
explains.
3) Providing coffee service gets the
dealership on the inside and
makes it easier to talk to the customer about other products and
services.

Selling the
Non-Traditional Customer
This point is reinforced by Maury Vockrodt
of Office Systems, Inc. in Watertown, South
Dakota. “When we added a jan/san offering, we thought initially of selling it only to
our regular customers,” Vockrodt explains.
“But when we learned that cleaning services and other non-office users was a
huge market and not particularly well-
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served, we went after that business as
well, including high volume contract users.
We were fortunate in obtaining contracts
with several large users.” But that was not
the end of the story, because Office Systems then began selling supplies and furniture to these new accounts!
In Whitinsville, Massachusetts, Old Colony
Stationers has had similar success targeting non-traditional sales opportunities.
“We’ve been very successful with promotional products/ad specialties,” reports
Old Colony’s Dale Bloem. “Our reps are required to make five non-traditional cold
calls per week. Many purchase little or no
office supplies, but once they make a purchase and are satisfied with our service,
it’s surprising all the other items they buy
from our catalog. The ‘buy local’ idea
helps, because most of our competitors
on these specialty lines are from distant locations with no local representation,” he
adds.
continued on page 24
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Southern California has been
particularly hard
hit by the real estate meltdown but
that hasn’t stopped
Vince Mudd and his
team at San Diego Office
Interiors (SDOI) from adding
new customers.
They’re offering an innovative
new service that is unique in
their market area and striking a
chord with an increasingly environmentally-friendly customer base.
It’s called a sustainability audit and
they charge the client on an hourly
basis, much the same as for other services.
They start by taking the client through their
own “LEED Certified” building, which is
not only quite impressive, but also demonstrates that they are environmentally
knowledgeable.
“We do a thorough evaluation of the client’s
job site,” says Mudd, “following federal
guidelines, noting where they are deficient
and advising what will be needed to bring
things up to standard. Sometimes the client
thinks something is up to standard when
it’s not. For example, task lighting doesn’t
quite make it, or the panel system contains
little or no recycled content.
“It’s not that the client always wants to be
LEED-Certified, but they want to move in
that direction as they remodel or buy new
furniture, and now we are the people they
can consult moving forward,” he concludes.

monthly or quarterly, with the dealer handling everything from refurbishing, storage, moving, painting, etc.
The service provided might include something as simple as adjusting locks, replacing keys or making minor repairs but it
gives the dealer an inside track when the
client is ready to buy again.

nique: Ask for a department, like accounts
payable, that you know is unlikely to be
where the person you’re looking for is located. When the A/P person answers, you
say, for example, “Are you the person who
handles copier purchases?” When they
say no, you say, “Would you please switch
me to that person,” or something similar.

A Foot in the Door

Getting Outside Help

Any salesperson who has made even a
few cold calls will tell you that the most difficult part of the job is getting past the
gatekeeper, whether calling on the phone
or in person.

In Ames, Iowa, Ed Minnick of Storey Kenworthy reports great success using an outside service from industry consultant and
trainer Tom Ketchum and his SalesTactix organization to help them get new customers.

Tom Buxton of Interbiz Group teaches
reps not how to get past the gatekeeper,
but rather to recognize this person as
someone important in the organization.

“We’ve always had a new account push,”
says Minnick,” but Tom has given us a real
shot in the arm. We work together on the
script, he lines up appointments and we
make the sales calls. We then review what
happened, what worked and didn’t work
and what we want to do next. We have a
great close ratio. It’s revitalized our whole
organization.”

“When you start by saying, ‘Hello, my
name is X, I’m from Y and I want to talk to
Z,’ you just ran over the gatekeeper,” says
Buxton. “Perhaps the gatekeeper is also
the buyer. Perhaps he or she will provide
important information about the needs or
problems that directly affect the products
and services you sell. Exactly what you
should say will depend on what this person
says in the first few minutes of the conversation. The key word is ‘recognition.’”
Understanding the changing decision-making dynamics of your customers is critical,
contends Andrew Ritschel of Electronic Office Systems in Fairfield, New Jersey.

Industry consultant Jim Heilborn suggests
that furniture dealers sell annual service
contracts.

Ritschel says that decisions on copiers
and printers are now more often made by
the IT department, rather than the purchasing department or office manager.
“It’s important to work with both sides,” he
stresses, “so that you don’t find yourself
out of the loop.”

Since customers are buying few new
pieces these days, they must maintain
what they have. Customers are contacted

And when you can’t get to the person you
want to talk with, either by phone or as a
walk-in, he suggests the following tech-
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Mt. Lebanon Office Equipment in Mt.
Lebanon, Pennsylvania, sells a broad
range of products and services, including
supplies, furniture and postage meters.
To help them find new business, they subscribe to “COSTAR”, an online real estate
database that provides up-to-the-minute
information about all real estate activity in
their market area, plus the names of building owners, managers, and tenants on a
building-by-building basis.
“We’re big on networking,” states Mt.
Lebanon’s Jim Droney. “Our people network with LEED groups, we form associations with local construction companies
and office movers and that gives us an inside track.”
Independents have traditionally been reluctant to spend money on outside help,
continued on page 25
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yet the ones who do say that the return on
investment is spectacular.
We asked several industry consultants for
their thoughts and ideas on getting new
business. Here’s what they had to say:
n Neil Saviano, Longbow Consulting
Group: “Use the technology you have,
gather all the information you can before approaching prospects, record
everything that happens and develop
follow-up plans. With a good CRM
program, you can automatically post
prospect history and pull together information from different sources. The
key point—the system needs to be
monitored all along the way to see
what happened at each stage of the
process.”
n David Fossler, Sales Works Marketing Central: “Your best prospect
opportunities may be in your database
management program. A good place
to start is with inactive accounts or
accounts that buy infrequently. Some
may be large users, but buy little from
you. It’s easier to sell customers who
know you, and with an increasing
number of people being laid off, buyers may have changed.”
n Krista Moore, K Coaching: “It’s a
new game today and dealers need to
re-assess their prospecting ideas and
plans. We are teaching our dealer
clients something very different and
seeing them have great success leading with price. We tell dealers they
should show how they can offer lowest cost on the essentials, an efficient
and easy ordering system, tips and
techniques for using fewer supplies
and perhaps guaranteed savings. Get
the business now and begin building
a relationship that you can nurture so
you can make it more profitable in the
future. An account in the hand is better than two in the bush.”
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Resources Unlimited
There has never been a time when independents have had more resources available to help them build their businesses,
whether from wholesalers, buying groups,
manufacturers, NOPA, and, of course, the
very publication you’re now reading.
Here’s just a small list:
n United Stationers: “Converting
Prospects to Customers” seminar;
aggressive pricing plans; basic office
needs catalog; other selling skills
courses; specialty flyers and catalogs,
such as furniture, Green, jan/san, etc.
n S.P. Richards: Contract-type catalogs that can be custom priced; flyers
with special promotional offers; FlexFlyer—dealer selects own products
and prices; customer appreciation
box which can be filled with samples;
imprinted dealer promotional products;
specialty catalogs—Go Green, and
others.
n Tri-Mega and is.group both offer an
ever-increasing number of seminars,
webinars, promotions and aggressive
pricing programs that can help their
members get new accounts.

Gotta Have a Plan
What comes through loud and clear from
both dealers and consultants is that you
must have a plan, you must work the plan,
and recognize that getting new customers
is a job that never really ends.
“We are quite specific on what our salespeople do every day,” says Tricia Burke of
Office Equipment Company, Louisville,
Kentucky. “Every rep agrees to make a
certain number of prospect appointments
each week, as well as contacting current
customers on a regular basis, regardless
of how they place orders.”
Burke says it’s also important to get everyone involved in setting goals, whether it’s
for sales, margins or online sales growth.
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The company also holds a number of
events during the year that attract
prospects. “We recently held a Lunch and
Learn on paper, led by a United Stationers
rep. Every year we hold a holiday vendor
show and this month we will have a program for administrative professionals on
the Green initiative.”
Craig Lund of Value Added Business Services in Columbus and Jackson, Ohio,
couldn’t agree more on the importance of
ongoing customer contact.
“We had 50% sales growth last year,”
Lund reports proudly. “I attribute much of
it to the high level of our direct involvement
with customers and prospects. For example, we do custom printing. If the customer
doesn’t have the space, we store the items
and ship it out as needed. We regularly
present seminars on a variety of topics,
conducted by our own knowledgeable
people. A recent program for cleaning
people centered on paper products and
chemical supplies and how it related to
Green requirements.
“When we contact prospects, we simply
ask questions and talk about how they
might improve what they offer to their customers and employees. We do not mention price. We talk about transaction costs
and the savings that can be made by
working with a single source vendor.”
As the dealers and consultants highlighted
above indicate, new business is still out
there in these challenging times. Hopefully,
the ideas presented here will be helpful as
you develop your own plans to bring in
new customers.

If you’ve come up with
some new approaches
that are working well,
please let us know so that
we can share them with
your fellow independents
in future issues.
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Ten Essential Action Items for
Managing Your Balance Sheet (part 2)
By Bill Kuhn

Last month, I covered four key action items in managing your balance sheet: assessing your performance against meaningful benchmarks and performing action items associated with managing
the asset side of your balance sheet (including working capital, receivables, and inventory).
The remaining action items concentrate on the liability side of your balance sheet, some extremely
important financial reports, suggested strategies, the necessity of commitment and some tough
questions to answer and address.
5. Maintain accurate records of accounts payable and
watch your leverage. I continue to be amazed at the number of dealers who have inaccurate vendor files, sometimes
finding an accounts payable balance that is 50% or more
than what is shown on a balance sheet.

7. Establish a four- to six-month cash cushion. Be sure
you know the minimum liquidity you will need to stay in
business. Develop contingency strategies that provide a
cash cushion with the ability to survive in emergency situations for at least 120 days, preferably six months.

Dealers have gone out of business because they didn’t
know what they owed suppliers and found out too late that
they were unable to meet creditors’ demands.

Make banking relationships a high priority—bankers don’t
like surprises. Additionally, evaluate your access to lines of
credit.

One of the best ways to know and control what is going on
in a dealership is for the dealer principal(s) to review and
sign checks, better yet, approve “high-dollar” and “nonroutine” purchase requisitions before the cash is even committed.

It’s obvious, in these times, that even your most reliable
bank may decide, voluntarily or otherwise, to significantly
change their borrowing practices, including terms, limits,
and covenants. Be ready if that happens!

Additionally, take steps to reduce other current liabilities
and debt. Watch leverage (debt-to-equity); it is the indicator
of who owns your firm’s assets—lenders or shareholders.
6. Forecast cash flow on a monthly or semi-monthly
basis. Dealers should have a good understanding—ahead
of time—whether additional financing will be required.
Determine how much cash you will need month-to-month
by preparing a six-month rolling cash forecast of receipts
and expenditures.
Better yet, prepare it on a weekly basis, since cash inflows
and outflows frequently vary significantly within a monthly
period.
Be realistic in preparing forecasts. About 75% of the time,
my experience has shown that forecasts are too high and
optimistic. The forecast should provide space for both a
forecast column and an actual column, so that comparisons can be made—both as a control measure and as an
aid to improving future forecasts.

8. Prepare quarterly pro forma balance sheets. Fortunately, a (slim) majority of dealers prepare a budget and a
projected income statement for the coming year.
However, almost no one I know of prepares a pro forma
(budgeted) balance sheet. If the balance sheet is more important than the income statement in turbulent times, then
why do we not forecast what our balance sheet will look
like?
Pro forma balance sheets are fairly easy to prepare provided a dealer has prepared cash forecasts as described
earlier.
9. Be constantly committed to managing your balance
sheet. Don’t be too quick to answer that you are. Begin by
accepting and understanding the importance of the balance sheet adage: “Survival is a function of liquidity and
balance sheet discipline.”
When I say “constantly,” I mean reports and follow-up that
are quarterly, monthly, sometimes even weekly.
continued on page 27
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Bill Kuhn: continued from page 26
When I say “committed,” I mean a commitment by owners and employees. All areas of your dealership can participate in improving
your working capital cycle as discussed in last month’s column.
10. Finally, ask yourself these tough financial questions. If the
answer is not “yes,” take steps to correct the situation.

n Do you have the financial capacity and capability (financial talent) to achieve your goals, both short and long-term?
n Have you developed your worst-case staying power, i.e.,
the length of time your resources allow you to stay in business?

n Do you focus first on your balance sheet (including your
ROA, return on assets), then cash, then profit margins and
finally volume?

n Do you know your real financing requirements and where
you can get these finances—both internal and external
sources?

n Is your working capital cycle managed proactively, instead of reacting to sales, collections and inventory?

n Finally, do you know what your business is worth today—
and are you positioning yourself toward improving its
value?

n Are your financial reports accurate and provided on a
timely basis?

Remember the words of Peter Drucker: “In turbulent times, the
balance sheet becomes more important than the income statement.”

n Are your decisions based upon painstaking budgeting
and forecasting, including cash forecasts and pro forma
balance sheet statements?
n Are your managers, salespeople and staff held accountable for those aspects of financial performance that they influence or control?

Your financial strength is based upon your balance sheet. Managing it, and forecasting future ones, must be a high priority. Your
balance sheet is the key to your survival and financial strength
and you should treat it accordingly.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn & Associates, is a noted industry consultant, writer, and speaker with over 35 years of industry experience. He
consults with dealer principals and their management teams in areas of strategic planning, leadership and organizational development, marketing,
financial management, valuation and merger/acquisition. For more information, contact Bill by phone 303-322-8233, fax 303-331-9032, or e-mail:
BillKuhn1@cs.com.

Installation made easy. Anywhere.

The First Network of Independent Installation Companies

Over 250 service providers offering trouble-free ofﬁce furniture
installation services throughout North America.
A network of installation professionals
24/7 access to real-time project status
information
Online Quotes, national capability and
experience

Consistent performance and service excellence
nationwide
A one-stop solution for multi-location projects
Moves, reconﬁgs, panel cleaning and more!

Call 1-888-GO-INSTALL Today or go to www.installnet.com
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Time management seems to be the
number one challenge among our
coaching clients. I often hear them talk
about being stuck in the office doing administrative work and getting distracted
during the day with urgent, time-consuming customer needs.
Business owners find themselves working in the business instead of on the
business, and sales reps often find their
time controlled and managed by their
customers, instead of them taking control and managing the customers better.
Many clients take our Time Management webinar course or include time
management skill development as a part
of their executive coaching program. It
does seem as though everyone wants to
be more organized and more productive,
so they can be less stressed, have a
sense of work-life balance, and make
more money.
Before we can even begin to tackle this
challenge and start changing habits,
however, it is important to first understand and appreciate how precious a resource time is.

Time is Just
Time is the only truly democratic resource. No one gets more or less time
than anyone else, regardless of your position, your power, your nationality or
your gender.
Each of us wakes up every day with
1,440 minutes. That’s it; no more, no
less. We all have an equal amount of
time to do with whatever we choose.

Time Expires
Time is perishable. It’s impossible to
keep it, slow it down, or use it later.
That's why so many of us should recognize that we need to take advantage of
every moment. Once time is gone, it
cannot be regained.
This is always easy to understand when
you lose a loved one and reflect on how
quickly a period of time in your life has
passed. Such moments often make us
wish that we could stop the clock or
slow it down.
APRIL 2009

Time is Priceless
Time is undoubtedly one of the world's
most valuable resources. It is up to each
and every one of us as individuals to realize its potential.
Those that use time to its fullest capacity
will experience the maximum benefit. It
is not just about how much work you get
done in the time you have allocated, but
how you value the time that you have allocated for the areas that are most important to you and to others.

it’s
about

TIME
By Krista Moore

So how exactly do you manage this
democratic, priceless, expiring resource? The dictionary describes “time
management” as “the process of organizing the activities in your life to determine what tasks have priority.”
Why is it so important and why do so
many people say that they need to
have better time management
skills?
Most people realize the value of
time and want to be more organized so that they are focused on the most important activities. We also
know that organizing
tasks within a timeline enhances productivity, increasing the quality
and quantity of
work.
Often this is
an exercise
of self discipline, and
the ability to
manage a
valuable resource to
accomplish
more than
one otherwise might in
a given day.
When coaching
many entrepreneurs and
sales executives, we have observed some common time
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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management problems. The top three
include unclear expectations and objectives, ineffective delegation, and insufficient planning.
If you are able to address any of these
three, you will recognize a significant difference in the amount of free time you
can earn.

Unclear expectations and objectives
It is important to know your expected
“time allocation” for your different job
functions, before you can manage yourself to them.
Unfortunately many people are unclear
on exactly what is expected of them on
a day-to-day basis.
There is nothing worse than showing up
for work and not having a to-do list, and
not being sure what you need to get accomplished.

All of a sudden you start spinning your
wheels, reacting instead of responding,
taking care of business, doing general
housekeeping, and looking busy.
But are you really being productive? Are
you really focused on the items and the
tasks that you and/or your boss are expecting you to be focused on?
We use the following exercise to help
sales reps understand the percentage of
time they allocate to certain activities.

Plot 100% of your time—where it is today, and where it should be. Share this with
your boss and ask for clearer expectations or ways that you can be more productive
with your time allocation.
Where
it is

What it
should be

Admin Tasks

______%

______%

Account Management

______%

______%

Prospecting

______%

______%

Meetings/Training

______%

______%

Pricing/Quoting

______%

______%

Other

______%

______%

Plot 100% of your time
Where
it is

What it
should be

In front of customers

______%

______%

Not in front of customers

______%

______%

Ineffective delegation
Many individuals have a hard time delegating tasks. They
tend to think that they can do it themselves better and
faster than someone else. If you want to make a significant difference managing your time, you must begin to
delegate more effectively. We like to think of delegation
as a three-part function:
n Clearly define the task to another person, and
gain their understanding of the value of the job
to the business and for them personally.
n Establish expectations for the quality of work
and the specific deliverables, and answer any
questions to eliminate confusion.
n Set a specific date and time deadline and/or
agree upon a status update.
continued on page 30
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Insufficient planning
Often sales reps find themselves “putting out
fires,” doing product research and pricing,
spending unproductive time on weekly standing
appointments, or keying in orders and doing follow-up rather than proactive sales planning and
executing.
The best advice is the old adage, “Plan your
work and work your plan.”
Krista Moore is President
of K Coaching, LLC an
executive coaching and
consulting practice that
has helped literally
hundreds of independent
dealers maximize their full
potential through
enhancing their
management systems,
sales training, and
leadership development.
For more information, visit
the K Coaching web sites
at www.kcoaching.com,
for coaching and
consulting programs and
www.opwebinar.com for
the latest online training
courses.
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Begin defining your specific activities and prioritizing them using your schedule or calendar.
Track and measure your ability to meet your own
deadlines. By getting into this habit, you will not
only be planning your sales activity for a period
of time, but you'll develop great work habits by
holding yourself accountable to actually getting
the activities done within a certain timeframe.
What are your monthly personal CPR
Activities?
Conversion – Example: Close two new accounts
this month
Schedule: Spend one hour a day making
outbound calls for appointments
(60 calls a week).

INDEPENDENT DEALER

Penetration – Example: Introduce furniture into
my top ten accounts that aren’t
buying it from me.
Schedule: Take a sample chair on the 14th
and 18th of the month and
demonstrate to five customers
each day.
Retention – Example: Personally drop off chocolates to your top ten accounts and
thank them for the business.
Schedule: Tuesday the 2nd–all day.
Time will continue on its steady pace and there’s
nothing we can do to control that. But we can
control how we arrange and manage our use of
it every day.
Take the time to outline clear expectations for
others so they can be more productive. Use our
three-step process to delegate more effectively,
and begin to plan and schedule your own activities for greater results.
Remember, you have the same amount of time
in a day as your competition. It is entirely your
choice what you do with it.
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Can You Please
Send Me Our
Usage?
By Tom Buxton

Is there a more frightening phrase in the office
products business than that question when it
comes from one of your best customers?
At that moment, you know your relationship is in peril
and any money that you made in the past may be
flushed down the drain of an RFP.
Over the past few months I have been contacted by numerous dealers that are facing this issue and in some
cases the callers sound as if they have lost all hope of
retaining the customer and possibly even their dealerships.
Consequently, I thought that it might be helpful to address this challenge head on, because unless you have
inoculated your customer against the wiles of the competition, every account you serve is at risk.
First, let me define the word “inoculate.” When we were
growing up, our parents would take us to get shots so
that we would not fall victim to polio, diphtheria and
similar diseases.
I was never afraid to receive these vaccines, because
my mother assured me that they would keep me
healthy. Only later did I find out that the vaccine was
often a less virulent form of the actual disease I hoped
to avoid. It seemed a bit strange to attack the very thing
that threatened my health with a weapon made from the

malady’s own structure.
However, what doctors discovered long ago and what
we need to remember is that the controlled introduction
of a disease can minimize the risk of catching the bug
itself! Yes, I guess that I am calling your competitors
bugs or diseases, but hopefully you still get the idea.
If you want to retain your largest and most profitable
customers in this or any other economy, you must take
great care of them and find a way to inoculate them from
the competition.
If you just take great care of them without asking tough
questions like, “What will happen when someone else
comes in with the offer of a lower price?” the risk of
them catching the “cost-savings” disease will be heightened.
By the way, many reps would rather be involved in a
hundred different bid situations than risk the relationship
with a single customer by asking questions designed to
discern what their client actually thinks about them.
Many of them act as if competitors simply don’t exist
within their account base until it is too late. They behave
continued on page 32
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as though the fact that they know their
customers’ birthdates, favorite sports
teams and possibly shoe sizes will keep
the “bad guys” away. The bad news is
that such knowledge, though laudable,
will not stop anyone from trying to save
money or their own jobs by switching
suppliers.
So, what should you do if you receive a
call asking for usage from one of your
largest accounts?
First, acknowledge that your customer
believes that you and/or your rep have
not done enough to address their company’s needs.
Secondly, attempt to discover all the reasons that your customer is considering a
bid and use that knowledge to formulate
questions to ask your other clients that
have not yet gone out to bid. (By the

way, if you’re lucky the person asking for
usage may only be asking for their data
in order to budget for next year. If you are
very lucky.)
Whatever you do, do not grovel, offer to
cut prices precipitously or otherwise look
like you are guilty of overcharging them.
Instead, try to position yourself as their
coach in the bid process and freely
admit that if they decide to ask for a
price-only comparison other dealers
might look quite attractive.
If you are upfront with the customer,
have added significant value in the past
and can accurately predict how the bid
process will go, your company has at
least a 30% chance of getting last look
and retaining the business.

complex process so, because you are an
IDealer reader, feel free to contact me if
you have further questions about this or
any other bid situation, and I will give you
some assistance for free.)
Above all, learn from your mistakes.
Make a point of reaching out to all your
key customers with probing questions
about what they value in suppliers long
before they consider going out to bid.
Ask your reps if they have had a “tough”
conversation with their customers and if
they have suggested cost saving alternatives, both in products and process.
Your current customers represent the
“blood” that feeds the body of your company. Make sure that your blood is protected from any competitive diseases!

(Becoming a coach during a bid is a
Tom Buxton is founder and CEO of InterBiz Group, a consulting firm that works with
independent office products dealers to help increase sales and profitability, for more
information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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Stop the
Abuse
by Paul A. Miller

Stop the abuse was the call from Chairwoman Rep.
Nydia Velazquez (D-NY), chair of the House Small
Business Committee, during a hearing last month
that focused on the Small Business Administration
(SBA) and abuses within some of its programs.
One target of the Committee’s scrutiny was SBA’s
HUB Zone program, which is designed to help economically distressed areas in what are called Historically Underutilized Business Zones.
Investigators from the General Accountability Office
(GAO) reviewed 36 firms awarded government contracts in four cities with HUB Zones: Huntsville, Alabama; Dallas and San Antonio, Texas, and San
Diego.
They found that 19 of those firms — more than half
— failed to qualify for the program while still collecting $30 million in HUB Zone contracts and $187 million in federal contracts.
In one instance, investigators looking into a company that had a HUB Zone contract with the Army
found themselves knocking on the door of a residential trailer.

Paul Miller is a founding partner in Miller/Wenhold Capitol
Strategies, LLC, providers of
direct and grassroots lobbying, legislative and regulatory
tracking, advocacy planning
and implementation and related services. Before setting
up Miller/Wenhold, Miller
served as government affairs
director for the National Office
Products Alliance and the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance
(NOPA/OFDA). In addition to
his lobbying and regulatory
monitoring activities, Paul
also provides consulting services to businesses on selling
to the federal, state and local
government markets. For
more information, visit
www.mwcapitol.com.
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They also reported that last year, businesses were
receiving HUB Zone status after applying over the
Internet and without even talking to a single person
at SBA.
These abuses are troubling for all of us in the small
business community, but we shouldn’t be surprised.
They are a symptom of the overall problem at the
SBA: lack of money and human resources to truly
be in a position to support small businesses in any
meaningful way.
SBA is hardly perfect, but the real source of the
problem lies with the past and current Administrations that have failed to provide the agency with the
resources it needs.
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Under President Clinton, the SBA Administrator was
a Cabinet-level position and we hope the new Administration will follow his example. The abuses uncovered by GAO during the recent hearing
highlights just how important this change would be
to help put an end to abuses of this kind.
No one is saying that all Hub Zone firms are cheating the system, but abuse does seem to be widespread. NOPA has been leading the charge the past
several years to bring much needed reform to these
programs.
We estimate legitimate small businesses have lost
tens of millions of dollars through what we call
“pass-throughs.”
We believe that closing this loophole by changing
the definition of Affiliation will go a long way towards
cutting down the abuses we have seen in recent
years and make it much harder for large companies
to use small businesses as fronts to gain a larger
share of the federal market.
It’s hard enough as a small business to compete for
federal contracts when the deck is stacked against
you. But when you throw in abuses to the socioeconomic programs and “pass-throughs,” success
in the federal market becomes even more elusive.
Thanks to NOPA and dealer partners like AOPD,
is.group and TriMega, independents are winning,
even with these hurdles.
If legitimate small businesses are going to have a
fighting chance under these programs, they need to
be cleaned up.
I hope Congress will follow the lead provided by
Chairwoman Velazquez and hold those who abuse
these programs accountable by immediately revoking their contracts and preventing their participation
in the federal market for a minimum of five years.
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THE
Like more than just a few independents, Wayne Robinson of
Roswell Office Furniture Outlet
in Roswell Georgia, is an active member of his local Rotary Club.
So when Wayne’s Rotary in Alpharetta, Georgia, agreed to
sponsor a luncheon for Georgia Interact Club students at a
local high school two years
ago, it seemed routine and no
more than just another opportunity to be a good corporate
citizen.

Other Side
Wayne Robinson of
Roswell Office Furniture Outlet
On a Mission of Mercy
for People in Need

Over the past two years,
Wayne has gone on missions
to Peru (twice), Zambia, Belize
in Central America and Haiti to
provide help to victims of
earthquakes, floods and hurricanes.

But what happened at that
lunch became for Wayne a
life-changing experience.

“Being part of a ShelterBox
Response Team can be an incredibly chaotic experience,”
he reports. “There’s usually a
maze of bureaucratic red tape
to negotiate and once you get
to the crisis zone, it’s not unusual to find thousands of
people in need when you’ve
only got shelter for just a few
hundred.”

By chance, he found himself
sitting next to someone from
ShelterBox, a charity that provides emergency aid for victims of floods, fires, earthquakes and other disasters
around the world. And as his
new friend told Wayne the
ShelterBox story, something
clicked.

But even in the face of almost
infinite need, the ShelterBox
program makes a difference.
Last year alone, the organization deployed over 12,000
boxes that provided desperately needed resources for
over 120,000 people.

“I’d been on some international service projects for my
Rotary Club in the past, but
this was something on a much
higher level and I wanted to
get involved,” he recalls.
A few short months later and
after an intensive, nine-day
training program in the UK,
Wayne found himself on a
plane bound for Lima, Peru, as
part of a ShelterBox team charged with helping victims of a massive earthquake that had left thousands homeless.
The ShelterBox itself is just a heavy-duty plastic crate and it
couldn’t be more unassuming. It’s what’s inside the crate, however, that matters.
Depending on need, each ShelterBox contains one or two 10person tents and a range of other emergency items such as thermal blankets, cooking utensils and a stove, water containers and
purification tablets and a basic tool kit. There’s also always a children’s pack containing drawing books, crayons, pens, etc.
When he’s not on a ShelterBox mission, Wayne sells office and
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residential furniture out of a
9,000 sq. ft. showroom in the
Atlanta suburbs. And while like
most dealers, he’s had more
than his share of business
challenges over the past few
months, they all pale in comparison to what he’s seen as a
ShelterBox volunteer.

“It’s certainly been one of the
most dramatic and rewarding
experiences in my life,” says
Wayne.
“Getting the boxes to where they need to be can sometimes be
very frustrating for any number of reasons,” he admits candidly.
“But when you see the faces of people who have lost everything
as they open the boxes and starting setting up the tents, you realize you’re not just giving them shelter, you’re also providing the
hope that one day they can recover from what is often near total
devastation.”
ShelterBox is funded entirely by charitable contribution and
donors can sponsor boxes and learn where they are deployed. If
you’d like to find out more or add your own support, point your
web browser to www.shelterboxusa.org. Tell them Wayne Robinson from Atlanta sent you!
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TheLASTword
One Dealer’s Perspective
on the Economy
By Ken Henderson
President
Chicago Office Products

There’s no question that these are among the most
challenging times any of us have faced. But that
makes it all the more important for dealers to avoid
getting caught up in a “slow economy” mentality. If
there ever was a time when you need to be at the
top of your game, that time is now.
We all need to focus on stealing accounts from Staples, Depot and Max. Customers, now more than
ever, are looking to save money. They still need office supplies to run their business, even in a slow
economy. They are tired of big business and finally
responding to the “Buy Local from companies that
care about your business” message.
Most dealers today are cutting back to reduce their
expenses. Certainly, it’s important to watch your
costs, but at the same time, we all need to spend
more on advertising, marketing and sales than we
ever have.
At Chicago Office Products, we have partnered with
United Stationers and that partnership has yielded
significant advantages for us. They really are helping us with advertising, hiring and training sales
reps.
We are sending different marketing pieces to all of
our active customers every two weeks. We have
taken full advantage of United’s extended e-content
and our web designer has incorporated it into our
web site. Our web sales now are running at 50% of
total supplies volume.
We also e-mail monthly newsletters and monthly
customer surveys using Constant Contact and
using a product called sales-i to analyze customer
buying trends and identify what they are buying and
more importantly, what they are not buying.
As a result, our reps automatically get e-mails on a
weekly basis when customers buying habits are
changing. We have developed some great customer review reports and our reps use these reports
when meeting with customers to ask for other busi-
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ness that is leaking to other suppliers.
Also, there are some good people with industry
knowledge out there today who are looking for work
and that means it’s a great time to pick up new employees.
We have hired a sales manager, a warehouse
worker/driver and a customer service rep that we
did not have to train and they became productive
immediately. We have also promoted a couple of inside reps to outside sales and hired a new outside
sales rep.
We are providing more feet on the street and more
customer touches and demanding that all our employees commit to a higher level of excellence in
customer service.
Earlier deliveries, double checking orders for accuracy and follow up to make sure customers are
happy with our service are all helping to increase
our business.
Lastly, we are working to improve our image—both
to our employees and our customers. We have put
our drivers in uniforms to make us look more professional. Sales reps must wear suits and ties when
calling on customers. We redecorated our offices,
purchased new office furniture, expanded our conference room and added a lunchroom.
In our warehouse, we are working on cleaning up,
painting the floors, getting rid of dead stock and
cleaning all the shelves and merchandise. I feel that
our employees will be more productive if they have
a nice place to work. They all seem to have a much
more positive outlook and are working as a team to
increase our sales. This includes monthly sales
meetings and weekly operations meetings.
The bottom line: There are a lot of positive
things we all need to be taking advantage of,
so that we can use this time of opportunity to
grow our business.
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